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The objective of this study was to assess the usefulness of sequence data in Saanen goats (N 

= 33) to better capture a QTL on chromosome 19 (CHI19) associated with production, udder type and 

SCS in order to improve the accuracy of predictions and fine map the QTL 

A total of 1,207 50k genotypes were imputed to the sequence level. Four scenarios, each 

using a subset of CHI19 imputed variants, were tested. Sequence derived information included all 

CHI19 variants (529,576), all variants in the QTL region (22,269), 178 variants selected in the QTL 

region and added to the updated 50K chip, or 178 randomly selected variants on CHI19. Best overall 

results were obtained using ssGBLUP on 50k genotypes completed with all variants in the QTL region 

with +6.2% average increase in accuracy for nine traits (and up to +17.9% for fat yield). Using all 

CHI19 variants led to an overall decrease of 4.8% in prediction accuracy. The updated chip improved 

genomic evaluations by 3.1% to 6.4%.  

No obvious candidate mutation was identified for the QTL. Phasing imputed sequence variants 

the region of the QTL highlighted a haplotype however that was present in Saanen (50 %) but almost 

absent in Alpine. This haplotype was associated with pleiotropic phenotypes : large animals with good 

production and less favorable udder type. The Alpine like haplotype showed opposite profiles: smaller 

animals with good udder type and less favorable milk production. 

Altogether, using QTL-region variants imputed from sequence data offered a promising 

perspective for improving genomic evaluation and using QTL information in breeding schemes. 

 


